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MAHLKONIG EK43S Shop Grinder White M07700115

ITEM:MODEL:

High performance, 
reliability and premium 
grinding results.  

FEATURES

- 98 mm diameter cast steel burrs

-Outstanding particle size spreads 
  feature high extraction rates and 
  the best possible taste

- Premium cast steel burrs

- Robust grinder with high grinding 
   capacity

- Suitable for different applications: 
   filter, espresso, or turkish fine 
   coffee grinding

- Grinding of other grits such as 
   spices, grain, poppy-seed and 
   linseed is possible with individual 
   burrs and prebreaker

- Easy and precise grind adjustment

The EK43 provides the most even extraction of the coffee’s 
valuable aroma and is known to be a guarantor for an 
outstanding taste experience and a symbol for quality. Its 
special shape has become an icon within the international 
barista scene, which feels deeply connected to the EK43 by 
its shared passion for coffee.  
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TECHNICAL DATA

Width x Depth x Height (mm) 
Technical Information
Dimensions:       
Weight (lbs) 
Voltage (hp) 

230 x 680 x 410
24
1.7

1300
110-120V~60Hz (1ph)

Features
Output g/s
Hopper capacity (g)  
Diameter burrs (mm)
Grind Speed (RPM)

19-21
800
98

1760

EK43

Motor Power (w)

What makes the EK43 a great 
coffee grinder?

Consistency

The EK43S boasts unmatched particle distribution – 
that is, consistency in grind size. This means fewer 
fines, improved cup clarity, and the opportunity for 
higher extraction yields without bitterness.

Versatility

Sporting stepless adjustment over a wide range, the 
EK43S is suitable for all methods of coffee preparation. 
Switching between recipes is easy with the numbered 
dial and you can even grind for large batches or 
customers' purchases with the handy bag clamp.

Power

With 98mm burrs and a motor that harnesses the 
power of almost two horses, the EK43S is unparalleled 
in performance. Your coffee will go from beans to bits 
at a rate of 21-25 grams-per-second, or 2.8-3.4 
pounds-per-minute.

NEMA 5-15R

Receptacle
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